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SUMMARY 
Since the dawn of mankmd, narratives have exercised significant effects on human life as a means 
of transferring experiences and remforcing relationships. However, not many studies about aspects 
of oral narratives can be ttaced, especially in the realm of cross - linguistic research. This paper, 
hence, aims to mvestigate evaluative strategies employed m some American and Vietnamese TV 
talk shows, which was represented by two research questions regarding the sunilarities and 
differences between the two sets of narrative evaluation. Fifteen personal narratives were exttacted 
from five well - known TV talk shows in the U,S, and the other fifteen from five Vietnamese 
coimterparts. These excerpts were ttanscribed and subsequently analysed, through descriptive and 
contrastive methods, to seek the answers to the research questions. The findings of the paper 
illustrate that American and Viemamese narrators share preferences of using certain evaluative 
elements but utilize several lexical devices differently, which might generate from disparity In 
narratuig style or cultural frictors. It is hoped that the theoretical contributions and practical 
applications ofthe study would be of help in the light of both semi - institutional communication 
and pedagogical purpose. 
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INTRODUCTION 

It goes without saying that narratives play a 
principal role in human communication, and 
that investigating linguistic features to 
constmct an effective narrative is of 
paramount importance. Ample research, 
therefore, has gone to illuminate aspects of 
narratives. Historically, the research 
concentrated on complex narrative as long -
standing literacy or oral traditions [1]. With 
the interest in simpler narratives serving 
fundamental their functions, Labov & 
Waletzky (1967) [2] pioneered in 
investigating oral narration by analyzing 
monologic stories about subjects' "life 
threatening experiences". Subsequently, 
narratives began to be recognized as a larger 
section of talk called conversational 
narratives. These stories are found naturally 
in daily conversations and are featured by 
interactive nature and co - authorship [3], [4], 
[5]. Also, studies in storytelling from 
institutional settings, such as law and 
language, organizations, and heahh care, have 
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conttibuted to the literatiue of narratives, 
particularly since the late 1970s. 
Nevertheless, the literature of conversational 
narratives appears to be limited to either daily 
or institutional ocpasions. With the emergence 
of entertaining programs on the mass media 
like TV talk shows, further research in semi -
institutional context Is required. In recent 
years, TV talk shows have gained their 
increasing popularity, particularly thanks to 
the exploitation of narratives. That very little 
has been done in this mixture of daily and 
institutional discourses has left a gap to be 
filled [6]. 

An effective narrative is supposed to fulfill 
simuhaneously two functions: referential ~ 
reporting what happened or would happen; 
and evaluative - the teller communicates the 
meaning ofthe narrative by establishing some 
point of personal involvement [2]. Evaluation 
makes a critical contribution to the production 
of narratives as without it, a story cannot be 
complete and has no point. However, as there 
exist cuhural disparities in narrative 
consttuction and criteria of a "good 
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narrative", speakers of different languages 
value evaluation at different degrees [5]. 
Therefore, it is necessary to uncover specific 
evaluative elements to atttact TV show 
audiences from different linguistic 
backgrounds. 

Above are the brief literature and rationale for 
this paper with two research questions: 

1. What evaluative devices are similarly 
employed in personal narratives from 
American and Vietnamese TV talk shows? 

2. How are evaluative devices in American 
and Vietnamese TV talk shows different fi'om 
each other? 

The answers would provide more insights into 
narratives and help language leamers 
communicate successfully with native - like 
storytelling styles. 
RESEARCH METHODS 
Corpus 

The paper works on transcripts of 30 
narratives extracted from 30 TV talk show 
episodes aired from 2009, 15 American and 
15 Vietnamese. The selected episodes 
include several personal narratives each and 
the sensitive topics are avoided. The hosts 
and guests are of different age groups and 
genders, to guarantee the objectivity of the 
research. Five American talk shows are The 
Oprah Winfrey Show, The Tonight Show -with 
Jay Lena, The Ellen DeGeneres Show. Larry 
King Live, and Late Show with David 
Letterman. The five Vietnamese counterparts 
include Ngudi duang thdi [Current people], 
Lan ddu tdi ke [Told for the first time], Noi ra 
dimg sg [Dare say], Sue sdng mdi [New 
vitality], and Ghi khong tua [Stool], 
Data analysis and coding scheme 
The data were ttanscribed using the simplified 
version of Jefferson Transcription System. 
Descriptive and contrastive methods were 
employed to figure out the similarities and 
differences in the use of evaluative elements. 
The frequencies of linguistic items were 

subjected to a chi - square test with result 
compared to significance level a = 0.05, 
Choosing an appropriate framework of 
narrative evaluation is not easy as each model 
has its own pros and cons; and they overlap in 
some way. In this paper, some of the most 
salient categories were selected from models 
suggested by Labov (1972) [7], Peterson & 
McCabe (1983) [8], and Bamberg &Damrad-
Frye (1991) [9] as follow: 

1. Frames of mind are the references to 
mental and affective states of characters, 

2. Hedges are expressions of the narrator's 
uncertainty with respect to the ttuth value of 
what is uttered (e,g. kind of, hinh nhu) 

3. Negative qualifiers consist of references to 
negative states and actions that might have 
taken place, but did not. 

4. Character speech constitutes an alternative 
perspective but results in immediacy and 
vividness to the story. 

5. Causal connectors establish cause - and -
effect relationship between events. 

6. Gratuitous terms are lexical devices diat 
intensify or stress what they modify (e.g. vwj 
(still), very) 

7. Similes and metaphors are used to compare 
one concept to another more commonly 
known concept. 

8. Words per se/phrase per se include lexical 
items that are "in and of themselve?' 
evaluative" [8] (e.g. th\fc ra (in fact), 
interesting). 

9. Repetition refers to the same word/ phrase 
repeated more than one time to emphasize or 
suspend a specific action. 

10. Exclamation includes such devices as 

"ah" and "wow" to signal a speaker's attitude. 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The disttibutions of the evaluative devices in 
the two languages are displayed in Table 1. 
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Table 1, Distribution of evaluative techniques in 
personal narratives from Vietnamese and 

American talk shows 

Techniques 
American 
narratives 

Vietnamese 
narratives 

Frames of mind 

Hedges 

Negative qualifiers 

Character speech 

Causal connectors 

Gratuitous terms 

Similes & Metaphors 

Words/ phrases per se 

Repetition 

Exclamation 

TOTAL 

25 (10.9%) 

6 (2 3%) 

21 (8.2%) 

29(11.3%) 

48 (18.7%) 

28 (10.9%) 

7 (2.7%) 

70 (27.2%) 

10 (3.9%) 

10 (3.9%) 

257 (100%) 

43 (15.2%) 

7 (2.5%) 

22 (7.8%) 

25 (8.8%) 

38(13.4%) 

49(17.3%) 

3(1.1%) 

80 (28.3%) 

7(2.5%) 

9(3.2%) 

283 (100%) 

From the data, it can be seen that evaluative 

items in the Vietnamese narratives (283) 

slightly outnumber those in the American 

counterparts (257). However, the chi-square 

test proves that their difference m number is 

not really significant (p = 0.20 > a = 0.05). 

Regarding each category, both groups are in 

favor of using words/ phrases per se, 

gratuitous terms, frames of mind, causal 

connectors, character speech and negative 

qualifiers though the rates of theu preferences 

are subsfantlaliy different. The less preferred 

techniques including exclamation, hedges, 

repetition and similes & metaphors, by 

conttast, are relatively equal in proportion. 

Cross - linguistic similarit ies 

Word/phrases per se 

One feature of American data that resembles 

Vietnamese one is the extensive use of words/ 

phrases per se (27.2% and 28,3% 

respectively). Appearing in all thirty 

narratives, it is the most frequent device to 

describe the setting and characters more 

meticulously as well as convey the tellers' 

evaluation to the events. The following are 

two examples: 

(1) Whitney Houston: ... It was weird ... that 

was pretty intense... 

(The Oprah Winfrey Show, 14.09.2009) 

(2) True Nhan: Thi luc do hai chi em ngoi ddy 

b§t khde ngon lanh luon. Thi ngay ngay horn 

sau Triic Nhan ve nha., , 

(So at that time I and my sister burst into tears 

easily. Then the very next day, I returned 

home.. . ) 

(Stool, 08.11.2015) 

In ( I ) the two occurrences of words per se 

weird and intense were used when the 

storyteller stepped out of the story and 

explichly expressed her comment on the 

story. This is somehow closely associated 

with the fimction of external evaluation in 

Labovian model with which the narrator 

intermpts the narrative flow, tuming to the 

listener directly and tells him/ her what the 

point is" (Labov, 1972) [7]. Meanwhile, in 

(2), the speaker intentionally supplied 

evaluative elements to make the story more 

interesting and clearer. Though they did not 

explicitly refer to the speakers' attitudes, they 

embedded well the point of the story, without 

which the story would be a plain and pointless 

list of actions. 

Character speech 

To increase the vividness of the narratives, 

the speakers could report what was said 

instead of what happened. The speakers could 

produce a direct speech like: 

(3) Ricky Martin: I told her, "What do you 

think if we bring these girls home? " 

(The Oprah Winfrey Show, 01.11.2010) 

In other cases, character speech could be 

made indirectly, for instance: 

(4) Triin Ddng Khoa: Ty nhien thdy keu la em 

CO nang khieu todn, thi ben todn. 

(My teacher suddenly told me that I had 

maths aptitude and advised me to follow it) 

(Current people, 11.03.2011) 

It can be seen that character speech does not 

simply dramatize the stories. As an evaluative 

technique, it considerably distances the 

speakers from the plot - line. The utilization 
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of character speech is similarly favored by 
both groups of tellers, making it the third and 
the fifth frequently used strategy in American 
and Vietnamese stories. Though the 
frequency of Vietnamese character speech is 
slightly smaller than that of the American 
(8.8% and 11.3%), there is no significant 
statistical difference between them (p = 0.36 
>a = 0.05) 
Negative qualifiers 

The two languages roughly have the equal 
proportion occupied by this device in all 
evaluative strategies (7.8% and 8.2%). This 
device emphasizes what did not happen rather 
than what happened to mark the discrepancies 
that the narrators express with respect to some 
canonical - event knowledge. For instance, 
the negative expressions in (5) negated the 
involvement of people to effectively highlight 
the background for the teller's career: 

(5) Chi Pu: Ca hp KHONG ai Idm ngh^ thuat 
ca. Cho nen khdng ai nghT minh Igi di theo 
con ducmg nay. 

(NONE of my relatives or family members 
works in the field of art. So no one thinks I 
pursue it.) 

(Told for the first time, 22/05.2015) 
Negative qualifier is also a helpful tool to 
strengthen the discrepancy between normal 
expectation and reality. In the following 
example, the character's special working 
experience is sttongly emphasized with a 
negation: 

(6) David Letterman: You worked summers 
and after school. But it wasn 't grocery stores 
per se, was it? But it was a food industry. 

(Late Show with David Letterman, 
01.04,2009) 

Repetition, exclamation, similes & metaphor, 
and hedges 

Both of the American and Vietnamese 
narrators showed less preference to the use 
of repetition, exclamation, similes & 
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metaphors, and hedges, which each makes 
up no more than 4% of the total evalu îve 
elements. Despite their modest numbers, 
they have notable impacts on conveying the 
speakers' emotions. 
Cross - linguistic difTerences 
Though American and Vietnamese evaluative 
strategies are similar to each other in number 
and in some categories, the disttlbution of 
gratuitous terms, frames of mind, and causal 
connectors differs from each other. 
Gratuitous terms 

Gratuitous terms can be compared with 
embedded evaluation of intensive lexical 
items in Labovian framework (1972) [7]. 
Differentiy termed, both of them sttengthen 
the selected actions and features in some way. 
In American data, the common gratuitous 
terms are just, so, and very. They could stress 
the actions that followed, Vikejust slruck,jusl 
loved or intensify attributes, like so odd, so 
poorly (The Tonight Show with Jay Leno, 
13.12.2011). However, gratuitous terms in 
American stories were not employed as often 
as those in Vietnamese ones (10.9% 
compared to 17.3%). This striking difference 
is confirmed by the chi - square test result (p 
= 0.04 <a = 0.05). 

Gratuitous terms are the second popular 
evaluative element in Vietnamese stories, 
Such items as mdi (just), vdn (still), qud (too/ 
so), ldm (very/ really, khd (Id) (quite), rat (Id) 
(very/ really), and thgm chi (even) are found 
frequently in every narrative. Among them 
rdt (Id) {\zryl really) is the most common 
item. Vietnamese narrators were in favor of 
using gratuitous terms to intensify actions or 
features of events/ people. Especially, they 
are often spotted in companion with words/ 
phrases per se in adjective form, for instance 
rdt la gioi (very good), rdt la ca bdn iytrj 
basic) (Told for the first time, 22/05.2015). -A 
Frames of mind '' 

The expressions for feelings and mental 
actions fimction to qualify the links betweeii 
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subsequent events and evoke empathy and 
interest in the audiences. The excerpts below 
provide some instances of frames of mind: 

(7) Whitney Houston: I was horrified. He spit 
on my face. 

(The Oprah Winfrey Show, 14.09.2009) 

(8) Luang Mgnh Hai: Minh lai r4t lo sg b6 m? 
minh suy nghT... minh rat la la la lo cho gia 
dinh minh se budn... 

(It's fiinny that sometimes I am afraid my 
parents will be worried... I myself fear that 
they'll be sad...) 

(Dare say, 30.12.2013) 
Both the use of frames of mind by the 
American and Vietnamese shows no 
coincidence with the findings by Bamberg & 
Damrad Frye (1991) [9]. These two 
researchers claim that this evaluative device is 
a part of cause - effect relationship with the 
next actions. Yet fi^mes of minds in the 
corpus are mainly for the purpose of 
expressing the characters' feelings and 
personal ideas. 

Though frames of mind rank fairly high 
places in the narratives of both languages, 
their notable distinction in proportion leaves 
much concem. While only 10.9% of the 
evaluative elements in the American shows 
belong to frames of mind, this figure for 
Vietnamese shows is 15.2%. The difference 
implies that evaluative elements dealing with 
mtemal states are of greater preference in 
Vietnamese narration. 
Causal connectors 

Causal connectors are specially favored by 
the American narrators as nearly one - fifth of 
the evaluative elements are items to express 
cause - effect relationship between events 
and/ or states. Because, since, so, and 
therefore are some common instances of 
causal connectors. These items are often 
present within a sequence of events to the 
cause - effect link among them, for example: 

(9) J. K. Rowling: I thought 'I can go to a 
quiet place'. So I came to this hotel because 
it's a beautiful hotel... 

(The Oprah Winfrey Show, 01.10,2010) 
Clearly, in American talk shows, causal 
connectors have been widely used to reason 
out the cause - effect connections of events 
though they are quite self - evident, making 
this device the second popular technique in 
narrative evaluation. The Vietnamese 
narrators, however, did not use it as often as 
the American speakers did. It seems to them 
that the arranging single accounts into 
chronological order is sufficient for a story 
when the causal links are explicit. 
The discrepancies In the use of gratuitous 
terms, frames of mind and causal connectors 
imply the distinct narrating styles in the two 
languages. The American focus much on 
reasoning out loud the sequential relationships 
among events; meanwhile, the Vietnamese are 
interested in adding further information about 
characters' emotions and features of actions or 
details. This difference reflects the level of 
directness in communication: while the 
American communication tends to rely heavily 
on logic and technical information with special 
preference in linearity, the Oriental pattems of 
communication follow a circular model [10]. 
CONCLUSION 

The paper has found some significant results. 
The Vietnamese and American evaluation 
domains coincide each other in most of the 
categories. The tellers from both cultures are 
fond of exploiting words/ phrase per se most 
and prefer the use of negative qualifiers and 
character speech to the other subtypes like 
exclamation, hedges, repetition, and similes & 
metaphors. The dissimilarities are observed m 
the Vietnamese preference of gratuitous terms 
and frames of mind, and the American favor 
of causal connectors as well. 
These findings have revealed linguistic 
features to produce typical semi - institutional 
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stories in American and Vietnamese talk 

shows. They also facilitate leamers to choose 

appropriate strategies in elaborating a story in 

the target language and avoid negative 

pragmatic ttansfer. 
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TOM TAT 
PHU'ONG TIEN BIEU DAT THAI © 0 CUA NGU'On K E C H U Y £ N 
T R O N G C A C CHU'CfNG T R I N H T A L K S H O W CUA M Y VA v i ? T N A M 

L£ Thj Khdnh Linh', Lg Thi Thu Trang 
Khoa Ngogi nga - DH Thai Nguyen 

Kk chuyen von c6 nhttng dnh hudng quan ttpng d^n ddi s6ng con nguiri nhu mpt phuang tiSn 
truyin tdi kinh nghiem vd cCing co cdc moi quan h§, Tuy nhiSn, kha it nghien ciiu de c^p dSn 
chuy§n ke bdng ngdn ngtt ndi. Vi v§y, myc dich nghien cihi ndy Id phdn tich vd tim ra cdu tta I6i 
vg nhttng difim giong vd khde nhau ttong cdch sii dyng cdc phuong tien bilu dat thdi 36 cua again 
kk chuyen ttong mgt so chuong ttinh talk show ciia My vd Vi?t Nam. Dtt li§u nghign ciiu bao g6m 
mudi lam chuyen ke ttt ndm talk show ciia My vd main ldm chuyen ttt ndm talk show Vigt Nam. "^ 
Cdc cdu chuyen du(?c ghi Igi vd phan tich bang phuong phdp mo td vd so sdnh dfii chiSu. Kit qud 4 
nghien ciiu chi ra rdng vigc su dyng cdc phuong tign bilu dgt thdi d§ cda ngu6i MJ vd Vigt Nam I 
ttong cdc talk show ndy c6 cd sy tuong dong vd khde bigt do phong cdch kl chuygn vd do cdc yeu 
to vdn hoa. Cdc kit lugn ndy hi vpng s5 giilp Ich ttong cac tinh huong giao tiep bdn ttang ttpng vd | 
cho myc dich giang dgy. '" 
Ttt khda: cdu chuyen; thdi dg; talk show; phdn lich hoi thogi; ngon ngu hgc ddi chiiu 
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